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a remote-control aircraft 無⼈機
a large group of fish ⿂群
to run away because of danger or fear 逃⾛

drone (n)
school (n)
flee (v)
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a fuel used in cars 汽油
an engine which produces mechanical power by burning a fuel 內燃機
a motor vehicle 汽⾞
to become dry and weak 枯萎
to move away to give space for others 讓路
a large mass of land, such as Asia and Africa ⼤陸
to extend over a certain area 跨坐
to send out rays or waves 輻射
a saclike structure in some animals 囊袋
a container from which an animal feeds ⻝槽
the other way round 反過來也⼀樣
in disagreement 互相⽭盾的
something you do without thinking 反射動作
a woman whose job is to make clothes ⼥裁縫
partly digested food to be chewed again 反芻的⻝物
to play a major part in making something happen 貢獻

gasoline (n)
combustion engine (n)
automobile (n)
wither (v)
make way (phr)
continent (n)
straddle (v)
radiate (v)
pouch (n)
trough (n)
vice versa (adv)
conflicting (adj)
reflex (n)
seamstress (n)
cud (n)
contribute (v)
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to introduce as an appropriate element 編造
imaginary 虛構的
whole 全部的
everything that exists anywhere 天地萬物
not as a job 業餘的
a test of the suitability of a performer 試鏡
to select from a group 挑選
(usually plural) a print of a movie scene processed directly after the
shooting for review by the director 未經後期處理的電影樣⽚
the amount of film that has been shot 電影⽚段

weave in (phr v)
fictional (adj)
entire (adj)
universe (n)
amateur (adj)
audition (n)
single out (phr v)
rush (n)

footage (n)
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an activity designed to attract public interest 宣傳
newspapers, periodicals, and radio and television news broadcasting
新聞⾏業

a sensational promotion ⼤肆宣傳
a part of the camera that helps a user to find the target of interest 
相機的取景器

(plural) uncontrolled laughter 狂笑
a description of an event on TV or videos 評述

publicity (n)
press (n)

hype (n)
viewfinder (n)

hysterics (n)
commentary (n)
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a wildly funny act 噱頭
an organisation of performers 劇團
to succeed in doing something 成功做到
a homeless person 流浪漢
to earn a lot of money 賺⼤錢
very unhappy 悲傷的
absolute 徹底
to remember or mark by some ceremony 紀念
to express strong disapproval 譴責
unfair and cruel treatment 迫害
extremely annoying 令⼈發狂的
not having enough money to pay for your basic needs 
⾝無分⽂的

a large migration of people to a newly discovered gold field 
淘⾦熱

to have just enough for one’s needs 勉強過活
the dried root of a Mediterranean plant ⽢草

antic (n)
troupe (n)
make it (phr)
tramp (n)
make a fortune (phr)
miserable (adj)
outright (adj)
commemorate (v)
condemn (v)
persecution (n)
maddening (adj)
penniless (adj)

gold rush (n)

get by (phr v)
liquorice (n)
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a dangerous action that needs to be done by a skilled person 特技動作
someone who works in order to learn a skill 學徒
necessary and important 關鍵
real 真實的
to twist the face 做出痛苦的表情
equipment for a particular operation 裝備
able to make people believe 令⼈信服的
a hard hit 重擊
to deceive 欺騙

stunt (n)
apprentice (n)
crucial (adj)
genuine (adj)
grimace (v)
gear (n)
convincing (adj)
blow (n)
beguile (v)
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to come close together in a group 擠成⼀團
to pull up 提起
to sit on eggs 孵蛋
small, soft feathers of a bird ⽻絨
unusual largeness in size 巨⼤無邊
to move along on a long narrow sled 坐雪橇滑下

huddle (n)
hitch up (phr v)
brood (v)
down (n)
immensity (n)
toboggan (v)
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